
STAFF have paid tribute to the extraordinary achievements of their students who were faced 
with a challenging end to their time at school. 
Bishop Hogarth Catholic Education Trust student followed strict social distancing guidelines 
as they turned up to collect their A Level results from Carmel College, Darlington, St John’s 
Catholic School and Sixth Form College, Bishop Auckland and English Martyrs School and 
Sixth Form College, Hartlepool. 
Many students achieved places at their first choice university despite being unable to sit 
exams because of the COVID-19 pandemic and their results having to be based on predicted 
grades ratified by the Government – others had to go through clearing. 
Chief Executive of the Bishop Hogarth Catholic Education Trust Maura Regan said: “It is 
extremely disappointing that Centre Assessments have not been accepted and a moderation 
process has taken place based on a statistical model which, therefore, does not fulfil the 
commitment that students will get the grade they deserve.” 
Carmel College Principal Mike Shorten said: “We always celebrate students’ hard work and 
efforts. Even this year, despite the lack of recognition of Centre Assessed Grades for so many 
students, we are still thrilled most students will be going onto their chosen courses at 
university or into their chosen career.” 
St John’s Headteacher, Lisa Byron, said: “Our students have faced some real difficulties 
during these last few months of their schooling, but we are very proud of the way they have 
risen to the challenge. Staff have worked very hard with them – keeping them motivated and 
on track and many of them have secured their first choice university, apprenticeship, or 
employment.” 
English Martyrs Headteacher Stephen Hammond added: “We are extremely proud of all of 
our students. We are pleased that they are able to pursue their intended pathways, which 
includes places at some of the most prestigious universities, on highly competitive degree 
courses, including medicine. I want to take this opportunity to thank the students and staff for 
all of their hard work throughout their time at the college and I wish them good luck in the 
future.” 
Carmel College boxer Natalie Jubb put in a knockout performance to secure three A*s as she 
starts a journey towards the cut and thrust world of Central Government. 
The student at Carmel College, Darlington, will now read a BA Honours degree at the 
University of Birmingham in social policy. 
“I want to work in Government and my boxing has given me the strength and confidence to 
deal with the unexpected, which working with politicians certainly will be,” said Natalie, a 
member of Darlington Boxing Club, who won a bronze medal in the England Women’s 
Winter Box Cup, representing Tyne, Tees and Wear. 
“It isn’t normal for a girl to box but it has given me more determination and the ability to go 
into situations blind. I have seen a lot of protests happening recently and I believe you need 
people in power who care about representing everyone. On my course I want to look at the 
discrepancy of class and how education can prepare everyone for the future regardless of 
background.” 
Carmel College was also celebrating after launching the next generation of medical students. 
Maggie Gurung, Jeanne Jose, Ezra Laundy-Blair, Nandana Bejoy, Sarah Azam and Stephen 
Elais all gained places at top universities to study medicine. 
Born in Hong Kong, Maggie is from a Nepalese family and came to the UK in 2006 because 
her grandparents were Gurkha soldiers, based at Catterick Garrison. 
“Around the world health care tends to be based on how much money you have but in the UK 
the NHS is free and non-judgmental,” said Maggie, who will read medicine at Newcastle 
University. “I did some work experience at Darlington Memorial Hospital and really enjoyed 
working with doctors and talking to patients.” 



For Jeanne, living through the COVID-19 pandemic has been inspirational and she is looking 
forward to reading medicine at Newcastle University. “I wasn’t sure what to do until I did my 
work experience at Darlington Memorial and saw the doctors working first hand,” she said, 
after gaining two A*s and an A. “I think everyone is really grateful to the doctors and nurses 
for their efforts during the pandemic.” 
Ezra will also study medicine at Newcastle University after securing two A*s and an A. He 
said: “I have always been interested in medicine but the pandemic has been a real eye-opener 
and highlighted a great need for more doctors.” 
The COVID crisis has also increased awareness around mental health and wellbeing, a field 
Maryam Bawarish is hoping to explore as she takes up a place at Durham University to read 
psychology. 
“I did consider medicine, but I’m more interested in the mind,” she said. “The pandemic has 
been very worrying and stressful for everyone and it happened so suddenly. I have always 
wanted to help people and when I did my work experience in a mental health hospital it was 
amazing to see how everyone worked.” 
Holly Barrigan will also study at Durham University as she reads a degree in natural science 
having obtained three A*s. She said: “It was a bit deflating not being able to sit our exams 
but I am over the moon with my results.” 
Top performing student Amelia Bryant secured four A*s and will now study engineering at 
Imperial College, London, where she hopes her studies will combine her love of maths, 
physics and art. 
“I have always loved electronics,” said Amelia, who plays the piano, cello and is a dancer. 
“When I heard our exams had been cancelled I was so upset I spent the day completing a load 
of physics multiple choice questions so I felt more in control, so I was so relieved to get the 
results I needed.” 
St John’s student Jack Nevin, 18, achieved what he needed to read politics and history at 
Newcastle University, with A grades in RE, history, and English, and an A* for his extended 
project. He was fortunate that he had completed most of his coursework before lockdown in 
March, so immediately signed up as an NHS Volunteer Responder, clocking up nearly 1,500 
volunteer hours. 
He also joined his friend’s dad to deliver food parcels to local people who were shielding, 
and earned his John Paul II Gold Award by helping out at the food bank at Woodhouse Close 
Church and Community Centre. 
“It really opened my eyes about how many people rely on food parcels,” said Jack, who spent 
20 weeks packing bags at the centre. 
Studying psychology at Durham University is the destination of choice for Filip Kubik, 18, 
who achieved A grades in physics and RE, and B in English literature. Filip volunteers with 
the Chernobyl Children’s Project UK and has volunteered as an e-cadet, supporting younger 
students to use the internet safely and effectively. 
Her passion for environmental issues and her exceptional results have won Jennifer Hindle, 
18, a place on the Earth science course at Newcastle University. She achieved an A* in 
Spanish, and A grades in geography, biology, and extended project. 
“I’m delighted with my results which give me the chance to follow a career where I can make 
a difference,” she said. “The staff have been fantastic through all this and I believe my grades 
are a reflection of their input.” 
English Martyrs student Kate Mowbray, who achieved three A grades in psychology, biology 
and chemistry, will now read medicine at Liverpool University, while Freya Turnbull and 
Chloe Scott are able to fulfil their dreams of studying mental health nursing after securing 
excellent grades. Freya achieved an A* in photography with two Distinction* grades in 
health and social care, with Chloe almost mirroring this success. 



A degree in social work at Teesside University beckons Louise Tilley as she collected two 
Distinction* grades in health and social care and a B in psychology. Fellow student Prisca 
Chavula is embarking upon a degree in adult nursing at Sunderland University after also 
achieving two Distinction* grades in health and social care and a B in photography. 
Top performing male student Thomas Bennett secured A* grades in computer science and 
maths with two A grades in further maths and physics. He will now embark upon a degree 
apprenticeship in computer science at Leeds University with the backing of multinational 
firm PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC). 
Despite securing a place at Oxford University, head student Josh Cain has instead chosen to 
cross the border into Scotland to study ancient history and archaeology at the University of St 
Andrews, having secured an A* in law and two As in history and religious studies. 
Two students will be joining Huddersfield University in September to study creative subjects. 
Hannah Dixon, who achieved three A grades, will study costume and textiles, while star of 
school musicals James Ellingford will study music and performance. 
Other top performing students include Shervon Sarimento with an A* in graphics and A 
grades in art and product design, Nathan Hall with A grades in biology, chemistry and a B 
grade in maths and Eboney Williams with an A* in art, A in geography and B in English 
language. 
After both securing excellent results, Kane Emmerson is just a fitness test away from a career 
in the RAF and Katie Herbert has secured a highly competitive PwC Internship in London. 


